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PREFACE

e"

Broadcasting arts ar3 taught as a one or two year program designed for high school juniors and seniors-who have a
career objectiv In the fields of either radio, televisioR, and/or allied areas.

program"The prqram generally operates in .an inschool tting: utiliiing the thhool's radio and/or television studio for laboratory
experiences. , ClassrPom instruction focuses the fundamentals of all broadcasting areas.. For this analysis, we haVe
targeted in,on the program management functions usually found in "commercial and/or non-commeitiat radio stations.,

I

In describing the program management duties; weave made several operational decision's that broadly define the program
ming funCtions generally performed in a radio broadcasting facility.. They are announcing, promotion, news, public
affairs, continuity, music, production, progfamming and personnel management. The tasks performed in each 0f-these
areas have been analyzed according to a 'standard task analysis format.

$

The size and organization of a given radio station w ill determine how many of the indivi
will actually perform and how many will be supervised. As an individual progresses tow
director, that individual will perform many, or all, of the tasks indicated in this analysis.

. 4\

tasks a program manager
he position 'of program

We offer this t(ashc analysii as a Ode to assist broadcaiting arts instructor?, in developing their ,own unique curricula.
It is our sincere hope that this will he used effectively in preparing, students for their career objectives.

5
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JOB DESCRIPTION

,-- ..,

v, .

The radio orogrampanager is primarily responsible for the supervision of all the programming functions performed in a. -radio' station. These functions include-all those activities necessary for the operation of:a radio station not otherwise found
in the engineering or sales ielated areas. .

\.,
The - duties of the program-manager may include ictUal performance Of tasks as well as their supervision. The areas include:
announcing, promotion,.neWs, ottblit affairs, music, continuity;. production, programming #ndpersonnel:management.*

(
The.performarge of specific dOes is related to station size, format, and market.
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Gouty A ANNOUNCING/PERFORMING ,

1 Announce continuity
2 Host local prpgramipersonality (rusic)
3 Host local program/Iplk phone!
4 Host local program/talk - interview
5 Make personal public appearanCes,

V

"Or..
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(TASK STATEMENT) ANNOU

.0

CE CONTINUITY

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, MATE IALS,
OBJECTS ACTED UPON , STEPS SAFETY HAZARD

-!--j

Announcer

Mifrophones
Tape *

Recorder
Production, Engineer
Control Board

.1'Sources of Recorded Music
Stop Wakch
(Studio)

4

:DECISIONS

1, Deterini mood and pace of continuity
2. Decide f copy should be edited for rime.
3. Decide if copy should be edited for content.
4. Deci hether to redo taping.

1. pet copy from continuity department
2. Prattice voicing of copy -

3. Timing tite continuity 1

.4; Read ?or voice level
5. Execute copy -
E. Evaluate
7. Redo if necessary

(If live, omit steps 6 7 and Decisions, Cues, and Errors
that apply to steps 6 - 7)

8. If live, 'develop techniques for dealing with errorsand
time problems.

Ma' 1 III -NO its 1 MI

CUES

Amount of words in continuity
Semantics
Instructions
Copy too long for time allotted
Weak wording, grammar and misinformation
Ineffective delivery reaction of other personnel involved
with commercial .)t

IMO

Hoarse thrbat

4

ERRORS

Copy can be ineffectual
Copy can be unsatisfactory to client

.Too short for time allotted
Too long for time allotted
Key words might be left out
Unsatisfactory words or errors might be left in
Recorded copy might be substandard
Unsatisfactory to client

4
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.
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PERFORMANCE MODES
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EXAMPLES

a

,
SKILLS /CONCEPTS

_ .

Reading
Writing -...

'Listening
Speaking r
Seeing

-
.

,

4
"A .

s

Copy. continuity
Copy continuity
Recorded copy continuity
Copy continuity 4

Copy continuity f,".,

...l

4

o.

t

Vocabulary/word recognition
Punctuation discrimination ,,

Grammar, phonettc transposition/transcription
Discrimination in listening/understandability
Quality/tongiaccuracy
ArticUlation, Audience awareness

Inflection '
Sight Recognition

. .

.

L

,
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(TASK STATEMENT) HOST LOCAL PROGRAM /PERSONALITY (MUSIC)

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS,
OBJECTS ACTED UPON STEPS

.
,

4

rj

,--

SAFETY HAZARD:.

Host/personality
Control board
Microphone
Headsets
Turntables
Tape machines
Records
Recorded audio sources
Show biz "gimmicks"
Clock
C y
Play lists
Telep ne

1. Determine

2. Determine

3. Determine

4

DECISIONS

play list if host perrogative

host personality ( schtick)

"filler material" etc,

1. Arrive at station
2. Check in/pick up log (only if sign-on pdrsonality)
3. Gathers together, play list, copy, records or carts, and

gimmicks, plus coffee. Goes through sign-on procedure
if necessary. If not sign-on, relieve personality on duty
and take control position.

4. Sign-on program log.
NON-SEQUENTIAL ACTIVITY STEPS %

Operate pots, levels
Flead news, weather
Read commercialkontinuity
Play recorded music
Talk to listeners/schtick
Give time /temperature
Operate equipment
Take network feeds
Sign-off log at shift completion.
Prepare,next-shift
Sign station off air if necessary
Note: most air shifts are 4 - 6 hours long; for remaindeR
of work day, host may be involved in one or more of the
following capacities: selling/PR/mail-phone answering/music('
di-rector/public affairs director /prepare play lists, etc.

. CUES

What listeners Want or like; what market will bear;.
what time segment demographics apply to shift
What particular audience responds to; what host is
effettive with.
What will fill a short dead space

Electric shock
Fatigue
Hoarse voice

.sERRORS

Alienate listeners lose audience and
1
ultimately

revenue

Alienate listeners lose audience and ultimately
'revenue
Dead air /Nose board. Sloppy sound.
Turntable wrong speed
Misprounuciation of words

'

15



(TASK STATEMENT) HOST LOCAL PROGRAM/PERSONALITY MUSIC
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Principles iof audience analysis/a rtainmeht ----

Psychology.kid sociology relatin to gaining and maintaining listener interest and,

loyalty l' .

Political science applied to- curr t events
Behaviorial science applied to ho eople react

Voice and articulation .

Breathing -
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Articulatio o.,
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PERFORMANCE MODES EXAMPLES
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SILLS/CONCEPTS ..
tl...4

..., ,.
a t ,

0 , -44
Word recognition /vocabulary,ion/vocabulary, punction discknination,.4
Articulation: audience awareness, inflection, tone
Sight recognition/accuracy

s:

Effectiveness/7.A.

,,
. -

0

, \ '

$

. "I". e
.

.
.

.

Reading
Speaking
Seeing

Sensitivity

.

..

o

.' ,

,,

.,.

e

) 1.
T.

to .
.

o
Copyhlog/continuity (anything written) filler material

7
Copy/continuity/filler/ad libs .

Cues/visual commands/copy/scripts/printed matter
continuity

.,

Beiirg aware of your effectiveness

r ' .

.
. .

. ,
.

. I. "
. ,
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(TASK STATEMENT) HOST 0LOCAL PROGRAM/TALK - PHONE

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS,
OBJECTS ACTED UPON

Host
Control board
Microphone
Headsets

Turntables
Tape machines
Records
ReZorded audio sources.
Shqw biz "gimmicks"
Clock
Copy
Telephone

A

DECISIONS

termine host personality style schtick

2. Dete ine appropriate subject matter for talk call-ins

3. s ide if caller is likely to offend; libel, use'Obscene
language. Therefore, decide if caller shilild be, cut off
or tape delay used

STEPS

1. Arrive at station
2. Check in (pick up log ,if sign-on)
3. Gather together copy, scripts, notes, and music
4. Go through sign-on If necessary
5. If not sign-on, relieve previous air personality take

control position sign-on log.
NON-SEQUENTIAL ACTIVITY STEPS
a. Operate board, recorders, microphones, turntables
b. Read any pews, copy, cdntinuity, filler material
c. Give time and Temperature -

d. Play music
e. Talk to listeners
f. Talk on Phone make and answer calls
g. Change topics for call-ins
h. Take netwerk or syndicated feeds
i. Use tense delay

6. Sign-off log at shift completion/sign-off station
7. Prepare next shift .

Note: Most air shifts are 4 - 6 hours. For the remainder'
of the normal 8-hour day, host may be involved in one or
more of the f6llowing capacities: sales/PR/mail-phone answering
music, public affairs, news, and program director, etc.

CUES

What list ers want, like, need: what market will tolerate,
what time 'ment demographic factors apply to shift.
What is timely, interesting, provocative, newsworthy

What ca*r is saying, nature of caller's personality,
experience rule of thumb, "caller.4oCinds like a nut"

Ct.

J

SAFETY HAZARD'.

ElOctric shock
Fatigue
Hoarse voice
Beligerantiviolent guest
Threats of personal violence hop audiente

1'

ERRORS

Alienate listeners, offericiflose audience ultimately lose
revenue.
Alienate offend. audience, libel station, nepPils; sponsor,
get station In legal difficulty, lose job and license..

Alienate listeners, offend; lose audience ultimately lose
revenue

19
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. (TAS* STATEMENT) HOST LOCAL PROGRAM/TALK PHONE

SCIENCE
, s

MATH NUMBER SYSTEMS

Principles of audience analysis/ascertainment
Psychology and sociology relating to gaining and
Political science applied to current events
Behavioral science applied, to how people
Vote and articulation
Breathing
Phonetics

./

maintaining listener interest and loyalty

react

N A

a

.

. .17

0

Basic' time-rfieasurement
Basic telephone dialing.skills,(codes)

I

DRS

1

I

COMMUNICATIONS

'41, PERFORMANCE, MODES

Reading
Speaking

Seeing

Sensitivity
Talking
Listening

20. '9,

4.1111,

EXAMPLES

4a4 Copy /log /continuity /filter
Copy /continuity /filler

Copy/continuity/printed matter
Being aware of your effectiversr and audience reaction
Communicating on phope
Understanding what is being Said on phone

SKILLS /CONCEPTS

Word recognition; vocabulary, punctuation discrimination
Articulation, audience awareness, enunciation, inflection,

tone
Sight recognition/accuracy
Effectiveness /T.A.

,Articulation, audience a eness, inflection, SAne
Discrimination of important and unimportait information,

concentration - auditory discrimination

21.
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(TASK STATEMENT]!

tt

OST LOCAL PROGRAM/TALK - INTERVIEW TYPE

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT MATERIALS,
.OBJECTS AVEDUPON

Host
Guest(s)
Microp hones
Headsets
Crock
Telephone
Copy/scripts/filler material etc.

Or

STEPS SAFETY - HAZARD

1,

I .F "`t.

sigivr

DECISIONS

1. Deterroine tone, direction, content of program

2._ Decide which guest(s) to have for particular show or topic

3. Determine if guest(s) is cooperative, hostile, beligerant,
violent

4. Decide when to ask next question

.
5. Determine if guestis is rambling, going off on tangent,

being evasive,
6. Decide if guest(s) is libeling, offendingbeing obscene or

fraudulenV
7. Decide* redo show iteped

4

Ars Mr 11O0 NE ENO AID AIMIL_Etri_411 Airsh

Note: It is assumed that the interview/discussion program
takes place in a studio (not in the control room) and is a
program ,entity not a .sbift.
1. Prepare show research topics and guests, v4rite.questions,

topics. 5,4*,.
2. Greet guest(s) and make them feel comfortable,
3. Go over program with guests) (take additional notes);

explain operating procedures, microphone techniques,
breaks, etc.

4. Introduce show and guest(si
5: Begin question answer conversation
B. Take breaks for commercials, news, feeds, as log indicates.
7. Conclude sh thank guest(s)
B. After show, t k guest(s) and say good-bye

.9. If shovit is not Ii evaluate and redo if necessary,
10. Prepare next show
Note: Talk/interview programsmay run from five minutes
to 2.3 hours. For remainder of work day, host may be
involved in one or more of the following tasks: ,air personality
'news/programming/PR/sales, etc.

Li

CUES

Timely topics, newsworthy, interesting
.

Appropriately interesting, knowledgeable guests, able to deal
subject
Guests beckgrobnd; displayed and implied attitude, reputation
relationship to subJect_matter
Listen for natural pause, end of thought; angrier too Irrig.

40' -

Listen to_answer relationship to topic, interesi Inv
relationhip to other guests, subjects
Knowledge of laws and rules; listening to answer; kno edge
subject '
Station standards; gobd judgement, guest reaction 4

106

f

Hoerse;,tfirdili
Personal violence .from beligerimt, violent, or hottile guest
Personal violence from offended or hostile listener. 1

Lbjcot job and license
-

Liget diffidulties, suits

vs.

I

ERRORS

Program could be dull, uninteresting, lose audience and ,

revenue s

Guests could be uninteresting, ignorant, result in poor
ineffective show lose audience and revenue
Guest could be Uncooperative, violent,rhostile result
in controversy, ineffective program; lose audienceandrevenue
Show loses interest, direction of topic'suffers, gets bogged
down -
Show loses interest, direction of topic suffers, gets bogged
down
Guest could libel, ilander, defraud, mislead station could be in
trouble, offend listeners, losk ratings and revenue'
Program could be dull, uninteresting, lose audience
guest dissatisfied

ti



(TASK STATEMENT) HOST _LOCAL PROGRAM/TALK TYPE

SCIENCE NUMBER SYSTEMS

1

Principles of audience analysis/ascertainment
Psychology and sociology relating to gaining and

'Above also relates to guest/host relations
Political science applied to current events
Behaviorial Science applied to how guests react
_Voice and articulaardn
Breathing
Phonetics
Kinetics

A

I

maintaining

t

listener interest and loyalty

ri

Basic time measurement

If r ,

`)

COMMUNICATIONS

PERFORMANCE MODES

Speaking

Reading

Geeing

Talking

Listening

Sensitivity

EXAMPLES

Interview script/continpay

Interview script/continuity

Guest reaction/facial-kinetic movement

Communicating to guestis)

Understiding what is being said

Being aware of your effectiveness and guest reaction

SKILLS/CONCEPTS

Articulation, enunciation, inflection, tone, guest

awareness
Word recognition, vocabulary, punctuation discrimination

1
_ I

I nference/accuracy poise

Articulation/enunciation, awareness, inflectioi,, tone

*tditory discrimination/concentration, discrimination
of important and unimportant information

Transactional Analysis



(TASK STATEMENT) MAKE PERSONAL PUBLIC AP ANCES

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS,
OBJECTS ACTED UPON STEPS

Personality
PR materials pictures, bumper stickers, give aways, station
proinotion material

Script copy notes gimmicks
Appropriate clothing/costume

DECISIONS

1, Determine attitude displayed toward audience "act"

2.. Determine format of presentation scripting if necessary
3. Determine PR materials/give aways to be distributed
4. Decide response to overzealous or hostile audience member

5. Decide on personal appearance clothing; looks, etc.
.

6

Note: It is assumed that the contacts and arrangements have
been made by the PR /promotion departmeht and not by the
personality..

1. Arrive at specified location
2. Meet contact go over details

.3. Begjn appropriate activity for specific
appearance situation

4. End event

Note: Public appearances include merchandising at local sponsors,
civic events, parades, contests, pagents; sporting events, political
rallys, dances, shows, charitable activities, (walkathons, bikeathons,
etc.) auctions.

t

41'

CUES
.

Make up of audience age, maturity, nature of event

Nature of event .
Size and make up of expected audience
Visible attitude activity of alliencepember

Gpod taste, audience make up, nature of event

SAFETY - HAZARD

Travel accident en route
Exhaustion
Violence from audiences hostile, vindictive people
Injury from over eager fans
Voice strain
Sports activity related injury

ERROR$

Offending audience lose listeners, bad PR for station, lose
-Job

Ineffective performance
Wrong or insufficient give aways poor impression
Personal injury or ernbarrasing incident bed Impression
and poor PR
Bad image; offending audience lose listeners, bad PR for
station lose job.

27
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(TASK STATEMENT) MAKE 10ERSONAL POBLI APPEARANCES

SCIENCE MATH NUMBER SYSTEMS

Behavior I Science applied to audience reaction
Political science applied to current events
Sociological science applied to ,socio/economic make up'of audience
Audience analysis prior tolippearance
Psychology applied to (a) audience reaction (b) audience interest
Articulation/enunciation
Ktnetics

Counting
Basic time measurement.

?'

COMMUNICATIONS

PERFORMANCE MODES

Speaking
_Talking

Reading

Seeing
listening

Sensitivity

EXAMPLES

Ad/lib or script
Interaction between audience and personality

Script

Audience reaction kinetics facial expilission
Understandingwhat is being said
Being aware of your effectiveness and audience reaction

SK ILLS/CONCEPTS

Articulation, enunciation, inflection, tone
Articulation; infIrciion, tone, enunciation, 'persuasion,
poise, awareness
Word recognition, vocabulary, puictuation,discrimination
inference, accuracy, poise

Auditory discrimination = concentration
Discrimination of important information T.A.

28
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Duty B

r`

O

PROMOTION

. t>

1 Develop on-air promotional materials
2 Develop proMotional materials-for other media ,-

.. 3 Promote stagon to the general public
41ir

S.

;

4E.

30,
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(TASK STATEMENT} DEVELOP ON-AIR PROMOTIONAL MAARIALS.

0.0- TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS,
OBJECTS Audi, UPON

PR director
Writers
Production studio
Announcer
Recorded music
Jingles
Information on local programming schedules and details

STEPS SAFETY - HAZARD

(network and syndicated)
Writing materials
References

DECISIONS

1. Determine program(s)-or aspects) to be promoted

2. Decide on format for promoironls)

3. Determine best idea for promotions)

4. Decide audio elements for -promotionls)

5. Specify time slot requests

-1'
6. Ftescive if promeltion effective and successful

1. Select program(s) to be promotetd (or aspect of station to
be promoted).

2.Select format for preseatraic
3. BrAinstorm ideas for. Promotion
4. Write scriplls)
5. Select audio elements (jingles)
6. Produce audio elements
7. Mix audio elements
8. Dub promotions) to master
9. Request time slots for air schedule
10. Schedule promotions)
11. Air promotions) .

12:Evaluate effectiveness
13. Redo if necessary

.*Note:' These promos are heard on the given station only.

CUES

Station need/new programs/ratings/salable featulis

Program or aspect to be promoted. Music choices,
produ6tion elements
Ideas generated by brainstorming most creative

Nature of promotionis), desired effect

bay parts; availabilities

FfatinactiOn of aut4cel management

Ncine

A

ERROR$

Ineffective promotion,
deterioration of image
Ineffective promotion,
deterioration of image
Ineffective promotion,
deterioration of image
I neffective promotion,.
deterioratipn of Image
Ineffective promotion,
deterioration of image
Ineffective promotion,
deterioration of image

wasted production an21 air time,

wasted production and air time,

wasted production and air time,

wasted production and air time,

wasted production and air time,

ed production and air time,

z

32
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(TASK STATEMENT) DEVELOP ON-AIR PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS

SCIENCE . MATH - NUMBER SYSTEMS

Sociology as it is applied to audience needs
Psychology as ilQsapplied to audience needs and persuasion
Interbersonal communication as applied to persuasion

Icinetics (live or on tape) -
All communication sciences
Writing science (art of word weaving) -
Writing science fart of vIford weaving, imagery)
Advertising techniques

Basic arithrfietic skills and concepts,
Basic time measurement

't

A.

Z

COMMUNICATIONS

PERFORMANCE MODES

Reading

Speaking

Talking

Writing

, r
Listening

Seeing observing
Sensitivity

33
I

EXAMPLES

Copy/continuity scripts evaluative reports survey

initerial, analysis
Copy /continuity scripts concepts

Other media repsalkdience 'samples, writers; concept
designers, promotion development teed,

Copy /continuity, analysis, surveys, scripts, memos, comments,
notes

Ideas, tapes, proposals, other 'media reps, director,
promotional staff -

People, reaction to ideas, objecti, copy/continuity
To people, reactions, audience reaction

SKILLS/CONCEPTS

Word recognition, punctuation discrimination, vocabulary

Articulation, enunciation, inflection, tone, audience
awareness, facial'expression
Articulation, enunciation, poise, awareness, persuasion

Organization, conoiseness(outlining: clarity, spelling
spelling grammar, vocabulary, deativity

Concentration, auditory discriminatiqn, disce iuing important
and unimportant information
Kinetics, accuracy, poise, awareness

jyrtteipersonal communication, kinetics, T.A.
Advertising techniques

=



.>

.

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS, ,
'-10.

OBJECTS ACTED UPON
, .

. STEPS . SAFETY -.HAZARD

PR director
e lWriters .

Production studio
" Announcer .

Recorded music
Jingles . '
Visuals
Artists
Designers . . ---
Billboards
Newspapers
Layout materials
Rate cards
TN, studio (See T.V.,,tasks)
Writing materials .

__References
...Time salesmen

', tilt

.

.

.... .

DECISIONS
.

.

.
1. Select programs or aspects to be promoted
2. Choose medium (media) to utilize.
3. Sett format for presentation. ,
4. Braautorm ideas for promotion
5. Write appropriate script or ad copy detihding on

medium .
6. Create promotion e

a. T.V. j
(1) Select visuals
(2) Contract for artwork
(3) Story board .
(4) .Produce.audio elements (jingles)

.(5) Send to T.V.T station for production
(6) Proriuce at station

b. Instituticinal (Billboard, transit, newspaper, radio listings)
(1) Determine artwork ig .//(2) Produce layout

7. Acquire ad time or space
..,8. Run promotion .

c9.Evaluate effetivenesi ' ''10. Modify4:if necessary . '

Note: promotion department also Jjsually handles releases
relating to programs, personalities, awards, special activities.
These are usually sent to Radio/T.V. departments of news-
paperswith,hopes of getting print coverage,

...........
.None

'
, /11' 4.

-c,

4 "

.
, .

.
-,

- .,

.
... .

\
\

4'

.

ERRORS-........ CUES_
.,

1. Determine program(s) or aspect(s) to be promoted
.

2:::thoose medium (media) .

l .. .
3. Determine idea .

4. Choose 'elements (T.V, or institutional)
.

5. Determine best buy amount and location

6. Deliberate effectiveness of campaign

,

(--
,

Station needs/new program ratings/salable features
.

a .

Budget/mediaFffewivenep coverage and frequency/
cost per thousand rate

..-
Creativity/ ideas generated/relatiorrship to media.

.
Medium/contenOlture of promotion/creativity/visual appeal

--t
Medium/rates/market/budget

.

Ratings /audience reaction/managemen ssiPs

- '.7. 1
,- .

--
.

Ineffective promotion wasted money ineffective
media campaign deterioration of image.
Inactive promotion wasted money ineffective,
media b ampaign deterioration of image ineffective
use of media ineffective buy.
Ineffective promotion wasted money ineffective' media campaign deterioration of image.
Ineffective promotion wasted money ineffective'.
media campaign 'deterioration of image"
Ineffective promotion wasted money, ineffective

'media campaign deterioration of image ineffective
use of media ineffective buy.
Ineffective promotion = wasted money ineffeotivin

. media campaign deterioration of image.

lb
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1 (TASK STATEMENT) DEVELOP PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS FOR OTHER MEDIA

SCIENCE MATH. NUMBER SYSTEMS

4

Sociology as it is applied to audience needs
Psycholggy as it is applied to audience neeand persuasion,.
Interpersonal communication as applied to

1"-Ki5rtics (live or on., tape)
All communication sciences
Writing science (§rt of word weaving)
Advertising techniques

r

42'

Basic arithmetic skills and concepts
Basic time measurement

1

CONIIVJ,UNICAIONS

PERFORMANCE MODES

Reading

Speaking

Talking

Writing

Listening

Seeing observing

Sensitivity

0

EXAMPLES

Copy/conti scripts evaluative reports r survey

material
Copy/conti ripts concepts

Other media reps, audience samples, writers, concept,
designers, promotion development team

. Copy/continuity, analysis, surveys, scripts, memos, comments,

notes
Ideas, tapes, proposals, other media reps, director,
promotional 'stay
People, reaction to ideas, objects, copy/continuity

TipeoPle, reactions, auilfence reaction

SKILLS/CONCEPTS

Word recognition, punctuation discrimikation, vocabulary

Articulation, enunciation, inflection, tone,'audience awareness,
facial expression
Articulationtenunciation, poise, awareness; persuasion

Organization, conciseness, outlining, clarity, spelling,
spelling grammar, vocabulary, creativity.
Concentrati9n, auditory discrimination, discerning
important and unimportant information
Kinetics, accuracy, poise, awareness

Interpersonal communication, kinetics, T.A.
Advertising techniques

17 c



(TASK STATEMENT'P' PROMOTE STATION TO, GENERAL PUBLIC-

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS,
OBJECTS ACTED UPON STEPS SAFETY - HAZARD

PR director
Personalities
Visitors
Merchants
Giveaways posters, play lists, pictures, bumper

buttons, records
Portable studio (for discos)
Writing materials
Ratings

stickers,

A. Personality public appearance
1. Process requests for appearance
2. Make arrangements with personality
3. Gather appropriate giveaways
4. Solicit media coverage if applicable
5.. Promote if applicable
6.: Accompany personality to event if necessary

B. Giveaways
1. Select appropriate giveaway items to promote station

buttons, bumper "tickers, play lists, pictures, clothing,
Inerchandising gimmicks for retailers.

2. Aquire items
3. Select distribution methods and locations (record stores,

head shops)
4. Promote availability of giveaways
5. Evaluate effectiveness

C. Field trips to station
1: Establish station visit policy
2. Assign person to duty
3. Route reques through above person and schedulethe
4. Establish gi way policy
5. Acquire suffi 'ent giveaways if deemed necessary

Note: Public tppeara es include:,concerts, speaking
engagements in schools, irs, parades, charitable activities,
dances for merchandising client commercial establishments
as well as station. Personalities can appear at stores, malls,
trade shows and fairs, concerts, etc.

0

DECISIONS

1. Determine viability ofqequest
2. Decide appropriate personality

Determine giveaways
4. Choose media to solicit
5. Ascertain which.giveaways applicable to station

6. Decjde appropriate distribution methods and)ocations

7. Determine effectiveness of promotional giveaways
8. Deterriline visitation policy (size of groups, age, days, times)

8

CUES

Requesting group/station policy/total recnieits
Nature of requestiaVailability

Need/audience/policy
Nature of event and personality
Budget/promotional needs/audience/availability of
giveaways/Cost
Willingness of distributor, location of distributor,
effectiveness of 'methods
Continued requests for item visibility
Requests, size of station and staff

Possible travel accidents
Personal injury to personality from tans
Exhaustion
Personal injury to visitors on field trips

411

ERRORS
6

Bad community relations/overutilization of personnel.
Bad community relations/overutilization of personnel.
ineffective promotion
Was bad or ineffective giveaways
Ineffective promotion.
Ineffective use of budget/ineffective promotion

Ineffective-Vile of budget/ineffective promotiOn

Ineffective use of budget/ineffective promotion
Bad PR, overworked staff, community disinterest

40
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(TASK STATEMENT) PROMOTE STATION to GENERAL PUBLIC

SCIENCE

Sociology as it is applied to audience ne%Js
Psychology as it is applied to audience needs and persuasion
Interpersonal communication as applied to persuasion
Kinetics (live or tape)
All communication sciences
Writing science (art of word weaving)

PERFORMANCE -MODES --,..

Reading

Speaking

Talking

Writing

Listening

Seeing observing
Sensitivity

MATH NUMBER SYSTEMS

Basic arithmetic skills and concepts
Basic time measurement . ,

Statistics sampling analysis

.COMMUNICATIONS

XAMP L ES

Copy/continuity =- scripts evaluative reports
survey material, analysis
Copy/continuity scripts concepts

Other media reps, audience samples, writers, concept
designers, promotion development team
Copy/continuity, analysis, surveys, scripts, memos, comments,
notes
Ideas, tapes, proposals, other media reps, director,
promotional staff .

Pebple, reaction/tCrideas, objects, copy/continuity
To people, reactions, audience reactions

SKILLS /CONCEPTS

Word recognition, punctuation di rimination, vocabulary

Articulation, enunciation., inflection, tone, audience
awareness, facial expression .

Articulation, enunciation, poise, awareness, persuasion

Organization, conciseness, outlining, clarity, spelling,
spelling grammar, vocabulary, creativity
Concentration, auditory, discrimination, discerning
important and unimportant itlormation
Kinetics, accuracy, poise, awareness is

Interpeiional communication, kinetics) T.A.
Ability to interpret ratings

4
19 1
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to.

.4

Duty C NEWS/WEATHER/SPORTS IzOGRAMMING

1 Develop news/weather/sports programming
. 2 Develop editotials/comm,entaries

r

1

413

Ay.
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(TASK STATEMENT) DEVELOP NEWS/WEATHER /,SPORTS PROGRAMMING

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS,
OBJECTS ACTED UPON

Personnel
Reporters correspondents writers editors
stringers presenters

Equipment
News control studio, recording devices, cassette, reel, cart,
microphones, control board, remote transmitter and receiver
(i.e. rnarti unit), pencils, papers, notes, typewriters, telephon
directorywpolice manners C.B. units, teletype news service
network feeds

Supplies
newspapers, reference materials, future filing system, releases,
city maps, filing/storage cabinet, office furnishing, coffee

DECISIONS

1. Decide what events/situation are newsworthy determine
priority

2 Determine if.inf ormation/details are accurate and sufficient

3. DeCide source's of needed information

4. Determine length and content of story

5, Decide priority of stories and actuality, insertion and filler
for back-up

44

STEPS

1..Gier news information
a. Locate newsworthy material

future file, manner, phone tips, stringers, newspaper,
ac phone investigation of news sources police, fire, press

conference, news'service
b. Confirm detaik, investigate, research
c. Go to source
d. Gather information write notes, record information,

get materials, talk to news sources, ask questions, interview
2. Write news story

a. Time stories
b. Write story in radio news style
c. Include actuality (if any)

Review and coordinate facts and information
e. Assemble all stories in order of importance and

newsworthiness. Include all recorded, edited actualities.
3. Present news

a. Read news script in order or intro spojs, feeds
b. End news cast on time

Note; Refer to Announcing Task For details relating to
announcing/delivery steps and information in presenting news

CUES

Importancir of events/situation to listeners (interest, timeliness,
locality) availability of reporting staff/equipment
Facts and information available, sufficient source verification,
common sense
Availability of sources; status of source (go to person in charge
or spokesperson)

Relative lerlgth of news cast, information available, importance
ot story
Length of actual news time format and style of prdgrani

INN ill111 Ma . 1111111,

-SAFETY - HAZARD

On location
Travel accidents en route
Hazardous condition at location fir ting,

natural disaster
Personal violence from news sources, police, crowd

In station
Nothing unusual

J
`ERRORS

News cast could be uninteresting noncompetitive loss

of audience and ultimately revenue
Inaccurate reporting law suits, loss of revenue and ultimately
license. Lou of revenue s /
Misinformation, biased information, wasted time.

Story too long for show, for its worth; stretching 1

Disjointed ineffective news cast, loss of audience and revenue

45 , .
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(TASK STATEMENT) DEVELOP NEVVS/WEATHE /SPORTS PROGRAMMING

SCIENCE , MATH - NUMBER SYSTEM

Political scienere applied to current events
Behaviorist science applied to human interest '11

' Overview of the sciences for broad background as is applies to news gathering subject matter

Wile: To prepiire students to cover news story relating to science subjects (ecology, weather,
pollution, space, ett.) it might be useful to develop lists of basic terms or concepts. The
same goes for politics, economics, sociology and other social and behavioral sciences. It is not
intended that instructor teach sciences, but indicate importance of science concepts and
working knowledge as they relate to news items and events.

Basic functionrunderitandihg of math principles relating to economics, units of
measurements, time, percentage. f'

'or

COMMUNICATIONS

PERFORMANCE MODES

Reading

Sensitivity
Writing

Listening

Speaking!

Talking

Seeing observing

46

,,voa EXAMPLES

Newlworthy material, newspapers, magazines, wire copy,
reports, etc.
To people, reactions, events
Stories, reports, analysis, notes, questions, directions,
comments
To interview, facts, ideas, proposals, news sources, politicians,
press related reps.
"See announcing task .

To sources, leads, tipsters, stringers, police, fire, politicians,
prep related reps. .
Events, activity, reactions, things end objects, people

SKILLS /CONCEPTS

Word recognition, vocabulary

Interpersonal,communications, kinetics, T.A.
Organization, conciseness, outlining, clarity, spelling,
grammar, vocabulary, creativeness, .

Coscentration, auditory discrimination( discerning
important and unimportant information
Articulation, inflection, enunciation, poise, awareness'
persuaskt

AlsserninetiOn of events, activities, etc., acc'uracy, polite

47
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(TASK STATEMENT) DEVELOP EDITORIALS (COMMENTARIES) ,
. .

TOOL* EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS,
.01iIECTS'ACTED UPON d,. STEPS

.

.

SAFETY = HAZARD .
. ,

Editorialist/cdmmentator i tti 1. Develop station editorial policy -.

,Typewriter 4 7 2. Select subject for editorial
-References /books /newspapers 3. Research subject

Microphone 4. Write editorial draft .

tape recorder 5. Edit /rewrite
Clock 6. Record editorial properly Identified '
Teliphone and directory 7. Contact person/agency involved with subject matter
Writing miterial inform of subject, offer equal timellkepbuttal opportunity

8. 'Air.editorial or do live '
. 9. Wait for response/feedback i

i"
if any

10. Edit rebuttal if necessary i
A

l _. `' 11. Air response/rebuttal-if requested within set time limit

.: ca .
.,

.

._/
.'

_ ..

. e
,

. .. t .

: '... .
- . .
Aid, 4

14 s ..
.

.

..

. . .

$ DECISIONS . , CU ES )

.

'

.

.

.

Personal viglerfrom irrate listener or affected individual
or agency

Loss of job or license
Loss of license for station

tri .4 ,........,

.
.1 ,, &

x ...

. r
.

i

\ -..

ERRORS
r t.

. .o. . ,
1. Determine overall policy on editorials

,

2. 'Decide positc6 on particular situatkin to be editorialized

et 4 I .,
3. Det yvhb7should.b, contacted 'for equal time /rebuttal

n: r)

4. Delitde if r eit for rebuttal l'ievarrantedzand.legitlmate...,
. , '.?.4T., 4'; , .1 1 c

5. Decide if rebuttptpeeds to be edited for arammar, 6
profanity, libel,slinder .0 a

u .

c' ., ..* o -;

g .0

.... e k...."'.
.

. .
_

Management ositon, community needs
Station editorial policy, community needs/feeljngs,

,

Who is involved in or related to subject of editorial
'

Relationship of requester to subject matter involvement
, -, ±

riligbUtTal has grammar errors, profanity, libelous or
slanderous elements
' ,

.
.

......\
N. ,..,... .

.
.

!.
. r

Creating community resentment, losi of listeneriarid revenue
Editorial inconsistent with station policy, community

alienation, loss of listeners, revenue, sponsor resentment.
Do not fulfill FCC rules on equal time requirement,

license could be in jeopardy
Inappropriate rebuttal, emtiarrassment for station and

rebuttor
L.91s of license gifiring for airing slander, libel, profanity,

law suits, weakening issue 6
. .

. . 49
.. .
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(TASK- STATEMENT) DEVELOP EDITORIALS (COMMENTARIES)

SCIENCE MATH - NUMBER SYSTEMS

Political science applied to current events
.fiehaviorial science applied to human interest
Overview of the sciences for broad background as it applies so news gathering subject matter
(Include note develop news programming task)

'Apply note to editorial concept

Basic functional understanding otmath principles relatin to economics, units of
-measurement, time, percentages.

a

4
COMMUNICATIONS

,PERFORMANCE MODES

Reading

Sensitivi
Writing

Liste ing

. Speaking

Talking

Seeing observing

EXAMPLES

Newsworthy material, newspapers, magazines, wire copy,
reports, etc.
To people, reactions, events
Stories, reports, analysis, notes, questions, directions,
commepts .

To interview, facts, ideas, proposals,- news sources, politicians,
press related raps.
See Announcing task

To sources, leads, tipsters, stringers, police, fire, politicians,
press related reps.

Edents, activity, reactions, things, objects, pdople
S

SKILLS /CONCEPTS
- ,

Word recognition, vocabulary

Interpersonal .communications. KinetictirT.A.
Organization, conciseness, outlinjpg, clarity, spelling,
grammar; vocabulary, creativeness

fConcentration, auditory discrimination, discerning
important and unimportant information
Articulation, inflaction, enunciation, poise, awarliness
persuasion

Dissemination of events, activities, etc,, accuracy, poise

g5

A
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Duty D PUBUAFFAIRS PROGRAMMING

1 Develop public service announcements (psa)
2 Develop public affairs programming
3 Evaluate public affairs programming (local,

syndicated, network)
4 Ascertain community needs

* °
°

ARE

52



(TASK STATEMENT) DEVELOP PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS (PSA)

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS,
OBJECTS ACTED UPON STEPS SAFETY - HAZARD

Writer producer
Typewriter /pencils/paper
Telephone/directory
Materials infomation from public Service agencies,

community, civic, religious, service organizations.

Listing of public service groups, agencips, et?.
Announcer
Recording equipment
Production studio
Music for background recorded

-

DECISIONS

1. Determine who ao,contect for PSA information

2. DeCide if, reqUest, for PSA is valid (noncommercial, in'
public interest, legitimate)

3. Decide recipients of PSA time slots

4. Decide if PSA should be recorded by representative of
jalup involved

53

1 . es p o n d to contact for PSA from community agency,
group, etc.

2. Select particular subject matter for PSA ifistation
or agency initiated

3. Gather necessary infirmation research
4. Write PSA (not otherwise prewritten)
5. Get PSA approved by agency if material not originally

sent in
8. Produce spot (with voice(s),Music, sound effects, etc. See

announcing task, same with pre-written PSA)
7. Request air time from program director and traffic (same

applies for pre produced PSA's c(stributed by agencies).
8. Air PSA's

O

CUES,

What is subject matter which agency, group, person is
involved?
Is it in public Interest, non-profit, legal, coming from
reel community group?

Limited PSA availability, valid, requests, timeliness and
scope of announcement
Is representative recording relevant? Is representative
competent?

None

ca

ti.-

--ERRORS
Misinformation, erroneous PSA, inefficiency

PSA will be false, in error, based on illegal or
commercial ventures, dealing with groups generally not
in keeping with audience. make up, taste, needs.
Too many spots for time slots, iny8lid PSA's

Unnecessary or unprofessional recording fob

*t

V

54.
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(TASI(`STATEMENTY DEVELOP PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT (PSA)

SCIENCE MATH - NUMBER SYSTEMS

Behaviorial science applied to human interest
Interest communication
Psychology applied to persuasion and interest
Generation

Basic time measurementt
Basic counting

O

COMMUNICATIONS

PERFORMANCE MODES

Reading

Writing

Listenint

Speaking'

Talking

°.55

EXAMPLES

Copy /continuity, letters, news releases, fact sheets

Copy/conintuity, letters, memos, comments, reports

Facts, ideas, broposals, sources, press corps, politicians

See Announcing Task

Sources, leads, police, fire, press corps

SKILLS /CONCEPTS

Word recognition, vocabulary

Organization, creativity, conciseness, spelling, clarity,
grammar, vocabulary
Concentration, auditory discrimination, discerning important
and unimportant infdrmation

Articulation, inflection, enunciation, persuasion, poise

56
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(TASK STATEMENT) DEVELOP PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMMING

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS,
OBJECTS ACTED UPON STEPS SAFETY - HAZARD

Writer
Director
Typewriter/writing materiels
Telephone/directory

'Reference materials list of local community agencies and
soups; political, educatioenitli, service organizations, survey
results on community n s; contact list of key people;
filed ascertainment material; advisory committee in
community for idea and need generation

Announcer
Recording studio
Production equipment
Background music recorded

DECISIONS

1. Determine if valid need exists for public affairs program

2. ,Determine appropriate group/individuajto contact

3. Decide on specific content ideas:for programls)

4. Determine if producted iseogram is effective, interesting and
good reflection on station and participants

5. Decide which groups to actively participate with as
station or individuals

7

A

1. Establish need for public affairs program (whether.

community or station generated)
2.- Contact group or agency involved and arrange meeting
3. At meeting, brainstorm for ideas, foimet, details gather

resource materials.
4. Organize material into usable units for individual programs.
5. Write scripts and determine participants and elements
6. Make arrangements w/participants for production
7. Request studio time and production needs
8. a. Develop actualities if needed

b. Produce program w/participants
(if taped, steps 9, 10, and 11)"

9. Listen to plogram and crdicve w/participants s

10. Redo if necessary
11. Request air date and time
12. Air program
'Note: For actual production of public. affairs program,
refer to "Duty - announcer; task - host local program-talk
interview type" for detail and information.

Note: If live, steps 9-16-11-12 are not applicable N
*Note: Include actualities in prdductiom if needed

CUES

Community needs; station commitment validity of proposal

Subject matter of proposal; contacts/agency list

Suggestions of grotip; areas of high interest orrieed; timeliness

Relative quality, procliic'tion and performance errors, interest
level; comparison to station standards and previous prograrn.

Needs; make up of groups; areas in which station representa-
tives could make significant c tributions

Safety nohe,

7

p
sa

ERRORS

Bad PR, wasting production and air time on unimportant
subject(.
Inefficiency; wasted t4ffelseoglacsoduced program

Program produced on weak or uninteresting idea; idea
too broad to be effective or too narrow to be interesting

Program could be ineffective; could create bed PR for
station or group, sloppy
Poor community PR and goodwill

immilig nom _11111_11L__U_Ass_ilii_lorlt
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(TASK STATEMENT) DEVELOP PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMMING

,

SCIENCE MATH - NUMBER SYSTEMS

Bahaviorial applied to human interest
Psychology ap lied to persuasion and interest generation
Basic natural and physical science concepts relating to specific mogram content
Interpersonal communication

Basic time measurement
Basic counting

e

COMMUNICATIONS

,.PERFORMANCE MODES

ReAng

Writing

Listening

Speaking

Talking

EXAMPLES

Scripts /copy, letters, notes, news releases. surveys, fact sheefs

Copy/continuity, letters, memos, comments, reports,-scripts

Facts, ideas, proposals, sources

"See Announcing Task

Sources, contacts, groups, community leaders,

c ;

31

C-

$

SK ILLS/CONCEPTS

Word recognition, vocabulary

Organization, creativity, spelling, conciseness'' clarity,
grammar, vocabulary '7

Concentration, auditoryl discrimination, dime: ning
important and unimpoitant details

Articulation, inflection, poise, dynamics, enunciation,
Persuasion, enthusiasm



(TASK STATEMENT) EVALUATE PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMMING'(LOCAL, SYNDICATED; NETWORK)

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS,
OBJECTS ACTED UPON STEPS SAFETY - HAZARD

Director
Telephone/directory
Reference materials' catalogues of available programs,

listing of current local programs, survey results on commun-
ity needs, ascertainment materials

Advisory committee in community
Tape and record players
Program materials local and syndicated, network

0

'DECISIONS

1. Determine total on-air public affairs time commitment

etermine need priority for air time commitment

3. D termine quality and effectiveness of existing local program

4. Decide if alternative programs available would more
effectively satisfy needs

61 APP

1. Establish total on air public affairs time commitment 'None
2. Breakdown cdnimitment into various areas, types, needs

of subject matter
3. EXamine local output in each area of commitment
4. Evaluate effectiveness of each current local program in

serving existing needs utilize committee
5. Evaluate other available programs (syndicated and network)

for each area to fill void.
Select new or replacement program types to be locally
produced or acquired.

7. Produce new local programs
8. Acquire and schedule new programs

'Note: See\sk No. 2, Public Affairs

CUES

Community need0-;ascertainment, license commitment,
management decisions -
Community heeds ascertainment, current civic projects

General standards for irograthming a production; commun-
ity response, content elimination

Comprehensive listing of available programs in each area,
objective analysis of.availabilities

Y-

J

ERRORS

a

Failure to satisfy community needs, license challenge and
renewal

FailurNsatisfy community needs, license challenge and
renewal, inappropriate balance in programming

Public affairs programs could be weak, poorly done,
ineffective.

Ineffective public affairs programming

62 y
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ASK STATEMENT) t VALUATE PUBLIC- -AFFAIRS PROGRAMMING (LOCAL, SYNDICATED, NETWORK)
4--

.
. SCIENCE

... .-

MATH * NUMBER -SYSTEMS ,

.

i

Behaviorial science applied to human interest
Psychology applied to persuasion and interst generation
Basic natural and physical science concepts relating to specific
I nterpirsonal communication

' r I

40.

.
4.-

1

e
- Basic time' measurement -

Basic Counting .

.

.

%I...,

4
0 4

-
.

i

'N.
t

'
*

-,

.

program content

It

.4.

4 _
. '

COMMUNICATIONS .

4

4

.

Reading

Writing

Listenin

Speaking

Talking

.
..

..
4

PERFORMANCE MODES -
,

w.

.

EXAMPLES SK ILLS/CONCEPTS

/---)

/

.!: .
..I-

.

e

.,

.

Scripts/copy, letters, notes, news releases, surveys, fact sheets

Copy/continuity, letters, memos, comments, reports, scripts

FactsAideas, proposals, sources

,
\

'See Announcing Task
- .

Sources, contacts, groups, community leaders

Of
.

. .

.
'

Word recognition, vocabulary '
Organization, creativity, spelling, conciseness, clarity,
grammar, vocabulary
Concentration, auditory discrimination, discerning
important and unimportant details 4,

Articulation, inflection, poise, dynamics, enunciation,
persuasion, enthusiasm .

..`Slii48)
. .

64-
e

. ,..

33



(TASK STATEMENT) 4SCERTAIN COMMUNITY NEEDS

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT,$MATERIALS,
OBJECTS ACTED UPON

a

STEPS SAFETY - HAZARD

Civic leaders
Community members
Public affairs director
Stationamanagment
Legal council

Sureys °
Broadcast engineer or consultant
Phones

Telephone directory
Reference material survey results compilation, previous

ascertainment, FCC guidelines, community group listing,
local ordinances

Volunteers or paid part-time employees to conduct survey

DECISIONS

1* Determine community representatives
..

2: Decide survey format find distribution

3. Retermine if results indicate need for improvement

4. Decide prIamming to remedy deilicienCies

65

1. Station manager, "public affairs director., program director,
to organize plan for ascertainment sicategy.

2. Select community representatives.
3, Develop survey format distribute -.
4. Consult with each representative regarding community

needs and station performance over last renewal period
us

5. Cotnpileresults of surveys and,consultations
6. Analyze results
7. Write report
8. Submit to FCC with renewal application e
9. If cleficienciei exist in ..mcommunity service programming;

refer to task statement No 2, public affairf programs

CUES

FCC guidelines, make up of community and size, sample
selection

FCC guidelines, community needs, random sample

Statistics and comments

Survey results and analysis
.

a

Travel accidents en route
Fatigue/ulcers
Loss of license

ERRORS

Nonrepresentative group, ineffective ascertainment

Poor survey, ineffective sutvey, inaccurate refilt

Inaccurate analysis and report

Future difficulties with subsequent renewal or challenges

66



TATEMENT) ASCERTAIN COMMUNITY NEEDS
t.. r

l'C

A , .. .

. MATH - NUMBER SYSTEMS.

.

. SCIENCE .
.

.

t

.

.
,

Behaviorial science, political science, sociology psychology, interper's'onal
intercultural communication relating to understanding socio-economic-political
of community to indicate public service/affairs programming, relating
consistent surveying /techniques and content, relating, to dealing
success of program4iing efforts.

'

,
.

-

.

1
. .

i

.
,

.
. .

V
. .

..

Techniques of statistics-- statistical analysis; counting, sampling techniques;
*Xtripglation - Interpolation; percentages; error factor; accuracy; ordering of numbers,,
recording of numbers . .

.
.

t

41
.

.
.

I . .

.

. .
.

°,.../
.

. . . .
. N ,

.
/ .

.

.

.

,

.

con ;;;W:ation,
make up

to developing
with people`in determining/ .

-

.

.

/ .

.

\ .

'
N

. , _
11 - L

_

.

.
COMMUNICATIONS

.

.

PERFORMANCE MODES: EXAMPLES. SKILLS/CONCEPTS ,.

.
.

.

.

Talking ,

'
Reading '

Writing

.

Listening

Sensitivity
.

-

67
.

.

/ Community members,-civic leaders, legal council, broadcast
consultant/engineer, FCC, volunteers, college people,, station '
pysonnel ... ,

Beports, analysis, surveys, analysis, FOC ruleb.and regulations
guidelines, fact sheets

1

.

Reports, analysis, surveys, analysis, ascertainmentpapers,
.

letters, memos, comments
. ..>

-- . ..

Facts, ideas, proposals, community sources,

' People ' ., , '
. .

.
., .

.
,

.

.
Linguistics, articulation, enunciation, poise, persuastion

.

. ,

Word disert(nination,.Volabulary, word recognition
comprehension f' ,

,
.441111.0.

Organization' creativity, spelling, conciseness, clarity,
grammar, vocabulary, logic .

Auditory discrimination,oncentration, discerning
important and unimportiat Mess

4''''Kinetics
. .k.. '

68

, ,
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Duty E CONTINUITY

1111111-11111

1 Develop commercial matter
2 Develop original local programming

(non-news, public affairs, public service)

I

69

t

wT

AN.



(TASK STATEMENT) DEVELOP COMMERCIAL MATTER

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS,
OBJECTS ACTED UPON

Typewriter/writing materials
Copy writer
Client/agency account exec.
Salesperson
References dictionary, thesaurus, style manual
Product information specs.

Pencil
Paper

Product magazines/brochures
Trade magazines

DECISIONS

1 Determine needs for campaign aredbmmercial

2. Decide on target,_reach, impression, approach for spot

3. Determine most effective idea and audio element
compliment

4. Decide on voice(s)

5. Determine whether to redo spot (orrevvrite)

70 1

I STEPS,

1. Meet with client and/or agency account exec. and/or
salesperson' to determine needs for specific commercial
and campaign

2. Establish target and impression, scope, approach for
campaign and spot

3. Brainstorm for ideas and audio elements
4. Select Most effective ideas to satisfy needs
5. Write spot
6. Select voices)
7. Produce audio elements
8. Master record spot
9 Preview for cltent,'agency, sales department fe

10. Redo if necessary
11. Air /spot according to air time Contract.

IA

CUES
ad, a ,1,0,
Client's business situation; market information; competition;
nature of droduct

Intended audience/market; product sales features,cetep'etition,
client's business situation

Intended audience /market; product sales features, competition,
client's business situation.

,

Needs of' spot; what works with intended audience; available
talent; budget for fee
Reaction of'sales department 'and/or agency and/or client

None

° ti SAFETY - HAZARD

ERRORS

Spot may not help client
be ineffective

Spot may not help client
be ineffective; spot could
could hit wrong audience
Spot, may not help client
be ineffective; spot
could hit wrong and

'Wrong or ineffective

ould
nce

ice

Client aissatisfacftion; po
loss of revenue

sell product or service; spot may
0

sell product or service; spot may
be clever but ineffective; spot

sell product or service: spot may
be clever but ineffective; spot

for, spot

standards for station,



ASK STATEMENT) DEVELOP COMMERCIAL MATTER

. ,. , MATH NUMBER SYSTEMS ,

4ir.----
,

...

,.

.,

r
.

rr

* , s
.

.

fhle

SCIENCE

.

Psychology as it is applied to audience need and persuasion and entertainment
- ogy as it is applied to human wants and needs (understanding of)

Behavio al science applied to the human condition
Interper -I communication
Maturity/ histication
Writing sci e (art of word- weaving)

S .
0

.

.
r 0t

f

. , ..

,

None
.

.

(

.

. \

...

COMMUNICATIONS
. .

_.
,

, PERFORMANCE MODES

,

,

-

_

-

$ ,

.

.

EXAMPLES SKILLS /CONCEPTS
.;

Reading

Talking .

. . .

Writing

.
Listeping

4
.

o .
Seeing observing _ . ..

. .

Sensitivity., .

.. 7g -

.

All literary works, magazines, newspapers, copy/continuity,
scripts, brochures, product-specs., etc."e.--

' Other copywriters, management, product people, business
people, store owners
Copy/continuity,

..
script material, ideas, concepts, analysis of

campaign
, Ideas, concepts. other creative staff,.product people, business

.
peopfe, store owners, management, reps, promotional director,
program director .

Events, happenings, people, places, things, concepts. copy/
..., .

Continuity
_ .

The world
..

....

-
, .,. ,

. LA

Word recognition, punctuataondisorimination, vocabulary

Articulation, enunciation, poise, awareness, persuasion
V ...-

_Organization, conciseness; outlinirt clarity, spelling,
spelling grammar, vocabulary, creativity
Concentration, auditory discrimination, discerning
important andNunimpoctant information ,

Kinetics, accuracy, poise, awareness
. '

Interpersonal communication, kinetics, T.A... ...

.......
v 73

...,
.



(TASK STATEMENT) DEVELOP ORIGINAL ILOCAL PROGRAMMING (NON-NEWS, PUBLIC AFFAIRS, PUBLIC SERVICE)

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS, ,,
OBJECTS ACTED UPON STEPS

.

B_'AFETY - HAZARD
.

Typewriter/writing materials
References
Phone/directory
Continuity writer- .
Program director
Program log .

,

Sales director . ..

a

,

.

. "

DECISIONS

. ..
1.

,
Meet with program director (and possibly sales manager)
to ex-amine local programming.

2. Specify needs for new local programs
3. Brainstorm on ideas and formats for filling needs
4. Select most effective, interesting and salable ideas
5. Generate formaterd outline specific programs
6. Write program
7. Determine audio elements
B. Produce elements f
9. Master program (if Gaped)
10. Review w/program director a

11. Modify or improve itn necessary
12. Air program (or do live) .

.
13., Evaluate

.

,

I

.

I

. .

None

'

,

'

R' A

.

. .

0
0

ERROR .
,

CUES
,

1 Decide if need exists for new local program

.
2. Determine best idea for format, content, audio elements

3. Determineaudio elements \
, .

4. Decide if program is satisfactory.

5. Decide if program is effective .

.

7 4
.

.
. b. . . ..
Audience needs, prggramming content, salability, access to
subject matter, progrtimdirector decision

. .
Program needs,audience

Program needs, audience
.

Station standards: good judgement ,

.

Audien reaction and response, sales department reaction,
function n total programming concept

..

.

.
.

4 .- 0

Masted time snd effort; ineffective programming addition,
loss of listeners and revenue

.
Ineffective solution of program needs; wasted time and
effort, ineffective programming addition, Joss of listene
and revenue .
Wasted time and effort, ineffective programming addition,
loss of listeners and revenue .

Po Or prograrwsloppy image

....
Waste time and effort, ineffective programming addition,
loss listeners and revenue ,

. it 5
. "

.

,



(TASK STATEMENT) DEVELOP ORIGINAL LOCAL PROGRAMMING (NON-NEWS, PUBLIC AFFAIRS, PUBLIC SERVICE)'

SCIENCE

Psychology as it is applied to audience need and persuasion and entertainment
-Sociology as tz is applied to human wants and needs (understanding of). ,
'Elehaviorial science applied td the human condition
Interpersonal communication
Maturity/sophistication
Writing science (art of word weaving)

I-

None

4

MATH - NUMBER SYSTEMS

4

!

COMMUNICATIONS

Reading

Talking

Writing

Liitening
4

PERFOAMANCE, MODES

Seeing observing

.Sensitivity .

76

N4.

Af I

EXAMPLES .

All literary works, magazines, newspapers, copy/continuity,
scripts, brochures, product specs., etc.
Other copywriters, management, product people, business
people, store owners -
Copy/continuity, script material, ideas, concepts, analysis of
campaign

Ideas, concepts, other creative staff, product pepple, business
people, store owners, management, reps, promotional director,
program director -
Events, happenafgs, pert e, pieces, things, concepts, copy/
continuity
The world

SKILLS /CONCEPTS

/W4d fecognition,.punctuation discrimination, vocabula

Articulation, enunciation, poise, awareness, persuasion

Organization, conciseness, outlining, clarity, spelling,
spelling grammar, vocabulary', creativity

Concentration, auditory discrimination, discerning
important and unimportant information
Kinetics, accuracy, pdise,, awareness

Jnterpersonal,communication, kinetics, T.A.

77
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Duty F MUSIC PROGRAMMING

4

. c

1 Generate play list
2 Maintain music library

78

5 A

1*:

5'

4
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(TASK STATEMENT) GENERATE PLAY LIST

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS,
OBJECTS ACTED UPON STEPS

TypeWriter/writing materials
Music director
Program director
References: rec listings charts, "Billboard," "Variety,.'

"Broadcashn "R-T V Age,", (trade publications) record
distributor contact list

Local record store sales lists

DECISIONS

1. Determine musk format and programming

2. Decide on methodls) for determining play list

3'Determine "airability" of particular record

4. Decide if play list and rotation is effective

4

.79

.1

1. Meet with program director to determine or review, music
format and programming

2. Select method(s) for determining play list or music rotation
a. Meet with record store sales people to ferid Out what is

3. Continually examine music references to decide "airability"
of particular music

4. Write play' list/music rotation
.4. Obtain needed music choices

6. Pull daily music needs
7. Keep record of play list
8. Evaluate music format
Note: Music format and policy will vary and effect role of
music director. Some stations have tight play Ijsts determined
by record sales and air time: tome are mciie-Tiquest oriented;
someeare based on DJ choices. Combination or various
methods exist for different day parts or shows.

CUES

License commitment, audience needs, competi4on, budget

Availability of record sales information, trade publication
listings, talent and style of air personality, programming
concepts, audience response to request, sales reaction
Popularity, relationship to format, audience request

Audience reaction, ratings, programming department reaction

None

SA TY HAZARD

to.

ERRORS

Ineffective, unpopular music programming, loss of audience
and revenue
Ineffective, unpopular music programming, loss of audience
an revenue

Music inconsistent with programming formaineffective,
unpopular music programming, loss of audience and revenue
Ineffective, unpopular inusic programming,loss of audiepci"
and revenue .

80



TASK STATEMENT) GENERATE PLAY LIST

MATH NUMBER SYSTEMS

Writing science
Interpersonal communication
Behavidrial sciences as applied to human need
Psychology as it is applied to audience need

ti

am,

Basic counting
Statistical analysis
Basic probability skills

S.

0
a a

COMMUNICATIONS
0

PERFORMAN

Reading

Talking

Writing

Listening

Seeing observing

81

E MODES EXAMPLES

Play lists, trade magazines,, 4BlIlbuard. Broadcasting) record
store sales lists
Record store managemetfl;reps, distributors. audience
Samples, promotional people
Play Hiss, analysis, surveys, memos, comments,.notes

,

Ideas, proposals, audience feedback, promo people, reps,
record store management saliS staff

People, reaction to ideas, objects, copy/continuity

ILLS/CONCEPTS

Word recognition, punctuation discrimination. vocabulary

Articulangn, enunciation, poise, awareness, persuasion

Organization, conciseness, clarity, .spelling, grammar,
Vocabulary

. Concentration, auditory discrimination, discerning
important and unimpdrtant information

Kinetics, accuracy, poise, awareness A/

82



O

(TASK STATEMENT) MAINTAIN MUSIC LIBRARY

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS,
OBJECTS ACTED UPON11 STEPS,, SAFETY HAZARD

Typewriter /writing materials
,Play list
Storag'e areas
Records/carts/tapes
Coding system
Filing system
Record catalogues
Record distributor contact list
Music librarian
Labels

4

e

DECISIONS

1. Determine workable filirig/coding system

7

2. Decide which recordsff dub on cart

3. Determine Which records' should be.eliminated

83
I

1. Receive records from distributor
2. Fill out fils card
3. CgdsKrecord/tape 0411

4. Have record dubbed op cart if necessary
-5. ,Store record/cart

6. Pull dairy music needs (if necessary)
7. File previous day's records
8. Order new releases as called for
9. Periodically clegl out unused records or erase carts'

(donate old records)
10. Update filing system

a

'CUES

a

Need for ?mooth, efficferit operation, rope of Music librerY,
Music programming and=format

jtcpularity of record, station policy, availability of cards

Station policy, aeeilabillty of storage and'filIng; air use of
record, format change

None.

4=a1=1141

O

ERRORS

Inefficient filing andotorage orrecordshapes/carts

Inefficiency

. nefficient filing and storage of records/tapes/carts, run
out of space

-
8.4

J
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s

(TASK STATEMENT1 MAINTAIN.MUSIC LIBRARY k

SCIENCE .z4

None

*

MATH NUMBER SYSTEMS

Basic counIing.skills
Indexing skills
Coding skills
Basic number systems
Ordering skills

(
4

COMMUNICATIONS

PERFORMANCE' Aro

Reading

Talking

gsteninig

,
.

8 5

4 -

#
EXAMPLES

Record covers; letter correspondence, filegrtems, memos,
inventory lists, program logs if necessary
Media reps, promo people, personality staff, 'audience

h

Play lists, cOrrespondence, file sheets, organizational mete *a!
memos

Personalty staff, promo people, reps, audience ,

.44

1'

Word rec

,'SK I L LS/CONCEPTS

Lion, punctuation discrimination, vocabulary
#

ArticUlation, etunciation, poise, awareness, persuasion

Organization, eincisenegt, outlining, clarity, spelling,
spelling grammar, vocabulary, creativity
concentration, auditory discrimination, discerning

*important anduniTportant infdrrnation



Duty

N.(

PRODUCTION OPERATIONS

1 Operation of pr. oduction control room
for recorded or live material

87

a

4



a

(TASK STATEMENT) OPERATE PRODUCtION CONTROL ROOM FOR RECORDED OR LIVE MATERIAL ,

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS,
OBJECTS ACTED UPON STEPS .§AFETY.- HAZARD

Production control room board, mikes, carts, recorders,
turntables, clock, patch board,patch cords,

Production room operator
Scripts
Talent
Recorded music
Live musicians
Tape Guests
Splicing equipment
Telephone
3 second delay device
On duty engineer, -marti" regCote unit

R.

1 Determine production needs for specific recording
assignMent, mike choices, recording equipment procedures

2. Decide which elements can and should be preprodUced

3. Dettrmine if production is acceptable

DECISIONS

88'

1. Study script, log, needs list for speolatic protyam,commer-
dial. etc. to be recorded.

2. Select appropriite recording equipment mikes, procedure
3. Set up production room ;
4. Pre-produce any needed audio elements (recorded music,

sound effects, etc.) .

5. Set levels
6. Equalize levels
7. Record (if necessary)

.8. Mix and dub as necessary"
9. Evaluate master tape

10: Label master tape'and file
Note Steps 5.7 fpr remote production would be on
Ideation.

'
No-te step-18 would result in final prograit
result (also omit dub if live steps 9 and 10) ,

2Y

CUES

'f

4
Needs of script, program, available equipment, standard operating
procedures, budget, timeliMirs

Needs of script/program, production availabilities, need for
efficiency, difficulty of task

,Station standards, common sense, program director's reactions,
time available' for

I
x X

Electric shock

a

ERRORS
111.

Ineffective or inefficient production techniques
v

5

(

: Iiieffective or inefficient.production' techniques

Bettiwlevel prodtictidft standards, loss of audience and
revenue, dissatisfaction of program director

89

v.
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MIMI =II MIN. - UNE IMO MN MIN Mill IMO MO IMO - - 1/111 1111 - MINI MN- -

tTASK STATEMENT) OPERATE PRODUCTION CONTA0i. ROOM FOR RECORDED OR LIVE MATERIAL I

.

,h

.

MATH NUMBER SYSTEMS
.

1. .

'SCIENCE

,
,

Electronics as applied to equipment.operation
Electrical engineering as applied to equipment operation
Sound and sound transference (nature of)

ts
. o

...
.

.- -,

.
i

,

,

.
-

.
0 , ..

.

TA.
.

... e. .....

.

.0

-

e

'

d'
1. -"

. .

s -

, e
_

, :
,

Basic counting skills
Basic meter reading'
Basic time measurement.,
Basle digital identification

.

o .

'

44%

.

,

.

.
,

.

.

-

' '''

. .

.1
.

-,
%.

.

- .

i' .

,

.

, , ._ -

.
COMMUNICATIONS

.:,

. . -.

!ii .

PERFORMANCE NODES ' s'

"

o

8

J

.EXAMPLES -, _

a-

. SKILLS/CONCEPTS. 0

e

.

.

I. ,

., e t .
Reading Vos,". ° ., , 4

4 19 . ., a
5 ' t 0 4 e

Talskinp ' - o
7 o . -

Listening . , .'A ' '-.1. .' 4 .4., -...

- * I *r
: .'e e 0 ; e '

o 7 ,' 17 . t ! 3 :,
-,, ,g 1-7 obtervina , '

I .0 11 ,i3. ,
. e' '

' 1/4:
'

',;1r "j ' ^'2 ....; 92 2:, .

( ..:.,45s .. .0 4

,Prlia. s
* 0 e ........4". ' 0 j . ...)5 '

88 . ,, '," , L ...i..

49

. ,,, _.... 4,
,e-:'0

1 01

-4

,,.lk,,,,

0 a "-";Z,86 o.,11'
4. 42' A.'

-- ....

Instnidtion, script,,, copytdontinuity, ''-:. . e .

e4
5",,, 0 e

1 Petsonility, d ottier saineering staff, nianageinent
ICC e .

. .
Instructiqn,-guests, management, personality, director .

. E .. .
se

4.
, o e

-r A 5. e
o' 4 .,

3

Persqnalitj, guest, director,,reaction,program Progression
4.'

. Q.
0 * . "

°

;,-0;
,,,.1,/, . e .7

-5:7b 0 i
o...,

...4 c .0 o o '
) .

,
. .

Wjaiii recognition, puncuation discriminatio), vocabulary

.

Articulation, enunciation, poise, avareness,.parauasion

Concentration, auditory discrimination,' discerning.
important and unimportant inlormation

. A ..
Kinetics, accuracy, poi's, awareness.

44

0 .. " . ,

1 ..
...

eer
en

0. 4.0o4r
° .4, 9' 4.,
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Duty H PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

I Supervise program production elements
2 Program evaluation

A

I

.

4



co

(TASK STATEMENT). SUPERVISE PROGRAM PRODUCTION, ELEMENTS

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS,
OBJECTS ACTED'UPON

S

STEPS SAFn-Y - HAZARD

Program director
Production staff
News director
Public affairs director
Typewriter/writing utensils
Audience response surveys
Needs report
Pioduction studio
Engineer/operator
Music director

DECISIONS

1. Determine production schedule

.
2. Determine production format of station

3. Determine production direction of station

YB

.4. Decide ef continuity is usable for station needs

5. Determine policy for productidn room use by other media

93

1 Oversee production schedule based on time 'sales
2. Develop production rbrmat/and direction for station.cThree

Periodic meetings with department heads and/cir manage-
,

ment staff
3. Schedule production time
4. React to continuity geared for production
'5. Oversee selection of audio elements geared for

production .

6. Develop policy -for station time use byother media; if
necessary

CUES
.

Time sales, station popularity, program needs

Sales, program needs, community needs, public affairs
commitment, license commitment

Sales, program needs, community needs, publiC affairs \
commitment, license commitment

Creativity, use of imagery/audio elemints.

Requests from_other media/organizations for station
production room use

None

ERRORS

'Station cannot meet production needs, ineffectual
broadcasting, loss of revenue

Poor commerciariniage, loss of audience/revenue, poor
community relations

Poor commercial image, loft, of audiencekreveriue, poor
community relations'

Poor commercial -image, loss of audience/revenue

Alienation of oother media, poor image, uncooperative
`atmosphere ,

94



;

(TASK STATEMENT) SUPERVISE PROGRAM PRODUCTION ELEMENTS

.

SCIENCE
.

.

MATH - NUMBER SYSTEMS,
I .,-

.

Basio,logic as it applies to philosophy of statO . .

Interpersonal communication
Psychology as it applies to persuasion and need°
Sociology as it applies to group compatabtility - .

Kinetics N

appliesCommunicative science at it applies lo verbal intercourse (group or otherwise)

, i
.

a . \
'

.:.
.

'

..
- ,.....)

,

Basic statistical skills
Basic time measurement

, Basic counting

0.

.

.

f

.

.

-

. .

, .
I

.

.
.

. ..
a'

-

. ° '

,,,
..,

.

.

P -

e
,COMMUNICATIONS

.
VI 9 .

4
..-

PERFORMANCE MODES

........

. EXAMPLES SKILLS /CONCEPTS __._

,

0,

Reading .
.

Talking

Writing
,

.

Listening

Seeing observing

Sensitivity .4, : ,

95 .
_

.

. t

. 1 .
Scripts, copy/continuity, analysis, surveys, reports, memos,,,_
programming recommendations, new ideas

a.

Copywriters, script designersdprogram coordinatdrs, network
...* reps, syndication people, studio reps ..

Program recommendations, analysis, surveys, policy statements

.

Program recommendations, management, staff ideas-, network
reps, syndication people, studib reps

n
Staff activity, program production, studio operation

.

Audience need, staff and. managerrnt, recommendations,
4 70.,

new ideas .

4 .
..

-
. ..

I

Word recognition, punctuation discriminatibn, vocabulary

..):

Arti,culation, enunciation, poise, awareness, persuasion

organization, agnciseness, outlining, clarity, spelling,
spelling grammtr, vocabulary, creativity

Concentftation, auditory discrimination, discerning
important and unimportant information
Kinetics, accuracy, poise,, awareness

Interpersonal communication, kinetics, T.A.

.
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(TASK STATEMENT) PROGRAM EVALUATION

a

(

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS, '

ACTED UPON ' STEPS .

, -

SAFETY - HAZARD.4...OVECTS

.
...

Program director \
Program logs -
Department heads ,
Management staff

1-..-Audience surveys .
Ratings reports .
Program surveys feedback
Pre:producerl/syndicated programs
Network programming
Typewriter/wirting utensils
Reports/rating

a

./ .*

. ,

. ,
- .

-
.

PECISIONS

..

,
, .

1. Gat h rogram analyses and rating data` .

2. An5ly program and rating data
3. Evalyate programming based on program and rating data
4.ximine alternative programming local, syndicated or

network .
5. Select alternative to existing programs .
6. Acquire those selected,syndicated or network programs
7. Initiate creative process by giving stamp of approval to

kcal programrtg ideas
8. Improve existing programming by making program

changes i.e. adding new elements to existing programming
9. Change entire fdrmat (after steps 1, 2, and 3, step 9 might

. apply) .
:,

Note* Decision is not only P.D. decisidn made by
management team. .

Note" May overlap- into public affairs or news functions
i 'or vice versa

. .

. .

,

None .
. I

. . .
, I . *. - .

. \

. .
1 1.

*
'.

.
S

..
,

.

.. . , ,,

. .

....
. .

.

a
,,

,

. , .

----
ERRORS-

.
CUES

1 Determine if rating information is accurate

2 Decide which program alternatives would perform'better
than existing programs .

3. Determine if locally produced programming would rrkeet
needs of station .,

4

4. Decide if existing programs can be updated and/or
modified

l '

5. Ascertain if entire format should be chewed
.

9i7' . .
.,

._.

.
Sample size, gathering techniques, demo and psychographics

How program does in other markets, nature of programming,
audience need, comparison of similar programming in same
market
Nature and worth of idea, salability, audience reaction to
pre-show, comparison of similar programming in ,same market

Make up of existing program,lcompatibility to change,
indicated weaknesses

.

Overall ratings, audience response, sales

.

-

,
.

.

Bad analysis, possible program change that isn't needed 4

Ineffective choice, audience loss,, failure of programming

.

Ineffective idea, waste of time and money, loss of
audience,and revenue

, f
F ure to improve programming,'Inss of audience and
revenue, additional of basic format .

1

Failure to SAVE A SINKING RADIO STATION
..

S8a uQ.
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(TASK' STATEMENT) PROGRAM EVALUATION

. wpm um mu OM NMI 1,11E1

SCIENCE

Basic logic as it applies to philosophy of station

Interpersonal communication
Psychology as it applies to persuasion and need
Sociology as it applies to group compatability\ Kinetics
Communicative science as it applies to verbal intercourse (group or' otherwise)

R . :

II

Basic statistical skills C.

Basic time measurement
Basic counting ,

MATH NUMBER IgTENIS

I

COMMUNICATIONS

PERFORMANCE MODES

Reading

Talking

Writing

Listening

Seeing observing

Sensitivity

"
a

EXAMPLES

Scripts, copy/continuity, analysis, surveys, reports, memos,
programming recommendations, new ideas

Copywriters, script designers, program coordinators, network
reps, sy;ditation people, studio reps
Program recommendations, analysis, surveys, policy statements

Program recommendations, management, staff ideas, network
reps, syndication people, studio reps

Staff activity, .program production, studio operation

Audience need, staff and management, recommendations,
new ideas

SKILLS /CONCEPTS

Word recognition, punctuation'discrimination, vocabulary

Articulation, enunciation, poise,liwertness, persuasion

Organization,' conciseness, outlining, clarity, spelling,

. sPealfingligammar, vocabulary; creativity -

COncentration, audtforty discrimination, disceining
trnpOrtant andunimportant information

,/ Kinetics, accuracy, poise,avvereiess

.Interpersonal commurlicationelinetics,

10
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4

.
0

PERSONNELAMANAGEKI\IT

1 Evaluate performance of programming
personnel

I'
V

'4
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.



(TASK STATEMENTi EVALUATE' P.ERFORMA

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS,
OBJECTS ACTED UPON

CE OF PROGRAMMING PERSONNEL

STEPS

0

Program director
Employee files and records
Contracts and tnion agreements
Station policies.
Job descriptions
Training manuals
Placement service information
Trade publication classified ad sections
Applicant information
Source list for colleges, training schools
Ratings for personalities a

DECISIONS.

1. Decide on job performance requirement criteria

. Determine if employee is satisfactorily accomplishing task

3. Decide to promote, grant raise, pass r place employee on
probation

4.iaDetermine to remove employee on probation

5. Determine most effective hew.ermiloyee candidate

102

.1. Consult job descriptions, training manuals, station employee
policies, employee recordscontracts and agreements'

I (develop if necessary)
2/ Establish criteria for job performance
3. Meet with each employee periodically
4. Evaluate performance
5. Promote or give raises where needed
6. Placelineffective personnel on probation .
7. Suggest improvements, set up objectives where needed
8. If no improvement, discharge employee or fail to renew

contract
9. Advertise openings
10. Consult applicant files
11°. Interview prospective replacements
12. Hire best candidate
13. Orient new er411foyee to job
4. Tra spec c d e

to reirw progress

1 in in i 'utis
Note In instances where an employee quits, begin process
at step 9
Note Or have immediate supervisor train employee

CUES

Joki descriptions, contracts, station policy, union agreements

Job descriptions, clantracti, station policy, union igrefiments,
job performance requirements, evaluations of superiors, 'ratings
(for talent), community response
Job descriptirs, contracts, station policy, tinion'higreements,
job 'performance requirements, evaluations of superiors, ratings
(for talent), community response

Failure to improve or meet objectives

Job,criteria, candidates' credentials, experience, references,
interview reactions

SAFETY - HAZARD

Personal violence from irrate employees
Union management disputes strikes, loss of income

0

ERRORS

Ineffective personnel management, inefficient o tput
unrealistic goals and expectations, Onion difficul ies

Underachieving employees, inefficiency, inept em oy s,

ineffective personnel management, inefficient'outp t,
unrealistic goals and expectations, union difficulties
Ineffective evaluatiOn of personnel, indecisive actions

Unfairness ti employee, ineffectWe output
1

Not hiring the best availgble person for the job

10

111111 -. INN NMI IWO



(TASK SiAT,CM E NT) VALUATE PERFORMANCE OF PROGRAMMING PERSONNEL

SCIENCE

-k

MATH - NUMBER SYSTEMS

Interpersonal dommunic n

Psydholqgy is it applies human behavior and evaluation
Sociology as it applies group interaction
Kinetics,
Communicative scienc it applies to evaluation and verbal intercoase

None

PERFORMANCE MODES
/ ,

Reading!

: Speakipg

s

Talkihg

Writing

,

Ifistening

-Seeing observIng

Sensitivity

'104.,

COMMUNICATIONS.

EXAMPLES

Personnel evaluation reports, job descriptions, job arlysis,
objectives,-resumes, applicition, audience feedback

At seminars, conferences, meetings,

Management, staff, applicants, job, placement agencies, media
people, audience
Evaluative reports, job anaVses, objectives, memos, comments
notes, staff promotion recommendations

Management, staff, ideas, recommendations

Staff activity', job performance, indivigual-Interectioii,
personar growth
People, events, activity, growth

SKI LLS/CONCEPTS

Word recognition, punctuation discrimination, vocabulary

Articulation, enunciation, i flection, to, audiencere
awareness, facial expression

Aiticulation, enunciation, poise, awareness, persulsion

Organization, conciseness, outlining, clarity,,elling,
spelling grammar, vocabulary, creativity

Concentration, auditory discrimination, discerning
important and unimportant information

Kinetics, accuracy, poise; awareness
t

Interpersonartommunication, kinetics, T.AdTM

n.


